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LIE: ABORTION HELPS THE RAPE VICTIM
What about the woman who is raped and gets pregnant?” the Pro-Choicers will scream. For all those who 

think abortion is the answer to such a difficult situation, here are a few facts for you to 
consider: 

 •  Pregnancy occurs in 0 to 2.2% of rape 
victims

 •  Most rape victims who become 
pregnant want to keep their babies

 •  The pressure to abort often comes from 
someone else; not the rape victim 

 •  Of all the abortions performed in 
America, fewer than 1% are because of 
rape.

The attack of the baby’s body in the 
womb is never the answer to the attack 

of a woman’s body in the world. Tell me, 
what sins did this baby commit do deserve 
such a horrific death? Two wrongs don’t make 
a right. Both the baby and the woman need to 
be loved. Violence to a baby will never take 
away the violence of rape in a woman’s life.

The origin of conception should never determine a baby’s value. A conception conceived in evil 
circumstances isn’t a vote to kill an innocent baby. Let me ask you a question: is a baby only created in the 

image of God in non-rape situations? No. A baby has the stamp of God’s image in all circumstances. (Why God 
allows rape is another question/discussion of the problem of evil). An act of violence will never heal another act of 
violence.

Any woman who is raped and then aborts her baby, is just like her rapist. Why? Because the rapist hurt a person 
weaker than him and the mother hurts the person weaker than her (the baby). But here’s the clincher: the 

rapist didn’t take the life of his victim; the abortive mother did. A murderer is worse than a rapist.

Pro-Choicers would have the end of every rape story as a baby being murdered. How is that right? How is that 
to take away the guilt and shame of being raped? How does piling on more guilt and shame (from abortion) a 

help to that mother? Pro-Choicers don’t care about any woman who has been raped. They only care about aborting 
babies; as if that will end the mother’s hurt.In contrast to what Pro-Choicers believe, there have been hundreds 
of women who have kept their babies, though they were conceived in rape. Are they stupid? Raped women can’t 
control what happened to them, but they can control what they do with their own actions. Should a baby suffer 
because of an event that can’t be changed? What will that prove? Will an abortion bring peace to a rape victim? 
The answer is: more innocent blood will never heal. Just because a woman’s body was hurt doesn’t allow a baby’s 
soul to be crushed. We’re talking about the difference between souls and bodies here. 

A rape victim needs counseling and a support group and a church. She needs to be shown love and how to 
forgive. She needs God to show her how to move on with her life. She does not need blood on her hands to 

help her with the grieving process.


